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The Potawatomi Nation’s removal from their native lands is often referred to as the 
Trail of Death. Despite the efforts of Chief Menominee, the Potawatomi people were 
forced at gunpoint to migrate from their native lands in northern Indiana. The Trail 
of Death was a forced removal of 859 Potawatomi Indians. This removal forced the 
Potawatomi people to travel across Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Kansas – and 41 
lives were lost along the way.

To understand the hardships found along the way, we can read a fi rst-hand account 
through a letter sent by Father Benjamin Marie Petit, a catholic missionary that began 
traveling with the Potawatomi Indians at their start in Indiana. Petit only made it as far
 as Missouri where he passed away on February 10, 1839 after 

becoming ill like many others along the way. Petit wrote in his letter: 
“Soon afterward I saw my poor Christians [the Indians], under 
a burning noonday sun, amidst clouds of dust, marching in a 
line, surrounded by soldiers who were hurrying their steps. 
Next came the baggage wagons in which numerous invalids, 
children, and women, too weak to walk, were crammed. They 
encamped half a mile from the town, and in a short while I 
went among them.

I found the camp just as you saw it, Monseigneur, at Logansport 
- a scene of desolation, with sick and dying people on all sides. 

Nearly all the children, weakened by the heat, had fallen into a state of 
complete languor and depression. I baptized several who were newly born - happy 
Christians, who with their fi rst step pass from earth to heaven.”

To Read Father Petit’s letter in its entirety, visit: https://goo.gl/fi Ooet 
Imagine what it must have been like…

After reading Father Petit’s letter describing what life was like on the Trail of Death, 
imagine what it would have been like to travel on the trail as a member of the 
Potawatomi Tribe. Write a story or a letter (1-2 pages in length) describing what it 
might have been like to be forced from your home, to be surrounded by soldiers with 
guns and to fear getting sick or losing someone you love.

Research Chief Menominee…

In 1–2 pages (citing 3 credible sources), share your research and describe his efforts 
to keep the Potawatomi Nation from being forcibly removed from Indiana.
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